
Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Maker, 

90024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Delayne Auerbach, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN MAHER, 

91740, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Manuel Ruiz, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Erinn Todd, 

90004, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Gherardi, 

95032, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Easton, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Herndobler, 

91106, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Hoeflich, 

95066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laurent Zilber, 

90077, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie McLean, 

92780, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Barber, 

94538, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

daniel carroll, 

92262, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne Miller, 

90265, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Sontag, 

94028, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lacey Levitt, 

92120, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Monaghan, 

96067, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ellyn Bloomfield, 

94404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jerry Zampino, 

94507, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rondi Saslow, 

94618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alena Jorgensen, 

91780, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Fugate, 

94947, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Deines, 

90026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

lollie ragana, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sean Monsarrat, 

94903, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy McCobb, 

93024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Saskia M Lytle-Vieira, 

94574, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Middleton, 

92545, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Heidi Jackson, 

90291, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

AndrÃ©s Corchs, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynda LaHue, 

91356, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark DeVito, 

94530, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ree Whitford, 

91607, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

henry biggins, 

95482, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rita Oy, 

90803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen and Edward Osgood, 

95611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Szewczak, 

94062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Arnaud Dunoyer, 

90291, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Jacques, 

93066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne-Catherine Roch-Levecq, 

92056, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Sapp, 

91941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Ardinger, 

90802, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marguerite Barragan, 

95076, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marcie Keever, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cody Dolnick, 

92252, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

leslie spoon, 

93402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Schell, 

92101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edwin Zalenski, 

94580, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Crane, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Tapley, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bridget Koch-Timothy, 

95818, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marie Winter, 

92704, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Hoffman, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Gotvald, 

94523, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Kaulbach, 

92399, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Cochrane, 

90278, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan D'Arcy, 

95063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Herman Chaney, 

94612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Danielle Polson, 

95926, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ruth DuValle, 

95973, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adelina Jaudal, 

32, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marge Barry, 

94565, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brittny O'Connor, 

94112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Romero, 

95971, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Barnes, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Allen Rozelle, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Rasmussen, 

94920, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Zero Nunez, 

91405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Clearwater, 

94618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Mitchell, 

90291, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ian Cano, 

92110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

dick randlett, 

95969, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Beck, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rosa Gamazo, 

90292, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Crispi, 

90034, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Josephine Baldwin, 

91941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Skot McDaniel, 

94947, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Larro, 

91367, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Frazer, 

95816, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Frazier, 

94515, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Swift, 

93010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Belli, 

94080, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Walker, 

93402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marion Fredrickson, 

92122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Siegel, 

90094, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ian Nolan, 

94518, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andre Yarian, 

91602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

bertel bertelsen, 

8000, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Hafner, 

95503, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Kerridge, 

92014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Rushfeldt, 

90041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Etta Robin, 

93312, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michal Phillips, 

95628, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Douglas Gardner, 

90254, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Slauson, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Zoe Lawlor, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Minnich, 

95834, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Edell, 

91362, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Doug Korab, 

95120, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Charest, 

90240, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lorne Cheeseman, 

92620, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tower Snow, 

94515, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Merry Oppenheimer, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Viramontes, 

92308, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ursula Noto, 

91504, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JEAN MAKANNA, 

94107, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Loui, 

94040, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Gauer, 

91307, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Meredith McMindes, 

95212, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Rafter, 

90660, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joel Stoup, 

91104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Bettenhausen, 

93428, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarena Knapik, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Hall, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susie Rose Tempesta, 

94018, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alexis Bosley, 

92694, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Fukumoto, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Caren Briggs, 

94521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rita Aldach, 

95350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Bettendorf, 

94062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Liz Caine, 

95448, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Jean Hoefner, 

96143, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

benson hausman, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Oeth, 

92625, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Steponaitis, 

94109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brady Clay, 

92026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Colin Coward, 

91706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Eisenberg, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Smith, 

96161, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Brisby, 

93536, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Heather Bates, 

92082, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Larson, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

MaryJane Ryan, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joel Sokolsky, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chad Johnson, 

91342, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dean Weiss M.D., 

90035, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Perizzolo, 

92507, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shane Daly, 

91352, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Hanson, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jody MgGinnis, 

95350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Warren, 

91206, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Peniston, 

94112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Biggins, Esq, 

95482, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tasha Isolani, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Johnson, 

92345, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Thompson, 

95531, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Baca, 

91724, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Likens, 

90620, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Poxon, 

95816, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Ashby, 

94563, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Mesa, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Van Heertum, 

91601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dale Haas, 

92115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ray Rodney, 

94973, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Tillmanns, 

92122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Jordan, 

92584, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

julie Alicea, 

95316, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Veena Gadwal, 

92106, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Miriam Baum, 

91701, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Harpe, 

90717, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Ireland, 

94977, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

frances swanstrom, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jose Tamez, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Claude McDonald, 

95120, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Goughan, 

93950, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Megan Houlihan, 

90249, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Thornburn, 

90041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Cook, 

94403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy Raymond, 

92677, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Weisel, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Michlin, 

90068, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Hintzman, 

92115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

RaeAnn Moldenhauer, 

95014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Levy, 

92009, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kay Schaser, 

95501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

sue struthers, 

92506, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

marv lehrman, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

April Parkins, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Betsy Schulz, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brent Spencer, 

90808, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Carey, 

93454, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Reba Siero, 

94553, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Britt Colton, 

92116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

L.D. Scott, 

90039, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila Carnegie, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Sterling, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Howard Whitaker, 

95670, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda valenziano, 

94553, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Austin Rebik, 

92107, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Patton, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth (Betsy) Ramsey, 

95616, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Drew Hart, 

93103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Huskey, 

90064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Justin Chernow, 

93446, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheryl Hamblin, 

92802, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

korinna Shan., 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Warren Hageman, 

95608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Courtney Daniels, 

91403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gayle Kirma, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frankie Ridolfi, 

94618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Isaiah Rodriguez, 

95122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janis Wilson-Pavlik, 

93924, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Mucino, 

92557, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Warren Gold, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melanie Pensak, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeremy Spencer, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Harding, 

91001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melanie Fontana, 

92114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Della Davis, 

95076, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dale Silva, 

95110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvie Rokab, 

90272, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Hegenbarth, 

94102, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

MARIA Hughes, 

91104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

C Reeves, 

95501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathi Sanger, 

90068, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Wilkinson, 

90808, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Erik Husoe, 

92675, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cheri Langlois, 

95460, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Therese Finazzo, 

90036, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pat McFarland, 

95468, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Bradford, 

95449, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Rhoades, 

93514, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edith Moore, 

94306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jirabhajara Napombhejara, 

92614, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Pardee, 

91107, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Shindel, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Perner, 

94550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carl Stein, 

94103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dominic Baun, 

92026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Somerville, 

95014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Shields, 

92651, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Martin, 

92021, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Lunn, 

93445, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kirsten Laage, 

90403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Thomas, 

94915, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Forst, 

95409, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mariano Svidler, 

94403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

julia dashe, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Salanitro, 

90804, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Snyder, 

92123, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Porterfield, 

95608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Nelson, 

93010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christen Arlen, 

93401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Tollner, 

90713, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Buhowsky, 

94582, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Meg Murphy, 

90064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Naef, 

90272, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

HEIKE BEHL, 

92109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Russell Cherry, 

95667, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Smalley, 

94605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Molly Joseph, 

91207, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Dungan, 

95242, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karl Narasaki, 

90029, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan Brandt, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Price, 

90278, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Greenberg, 

95811, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Aaron Severson, 

90064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Vega, 

95008, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sonya Balian-Grande, 

94605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rhys Atkinson, 

94925, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Ortiz, 

94945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Culmore, 

95492, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Yamamoto, 

91321, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennie Pfeiffer, 

94924, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Lovell, 

93012, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Van de Riet, 

92352, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

s Porter, 

95969, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Wiener, 

93013, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline McVicar, 

92115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Tharp, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Calvinperez, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Brinn, 

90026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dawn Sare, 

93907, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leah Freiwald, 

94109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Boyer, 

94803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Carpenter, 

94619, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy Monterrosa, 

91722, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Panagos, 

91101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Noelle Prince, 

92111, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Thane Christopher, 

91522, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Berkey, 

92129, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lindsay Harlan, 

92106, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Stewart, 

92661, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory Alper, 

90272, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Barrington, 

95112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

L Lorica, 

91913, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anneke Faas, 

94707, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Santy, 

94018, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa Bippert-Plymate, 

92314, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Connie Arnold, 

95758, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Stover, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Keiko Cronin, 

90292, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Forst, 

95409, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Johnson, 

92069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Cerutti, 

94914, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Thomas, 

95818, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Krum, 

92646, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Georgette Victor, 

95452, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Farnsworth, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Goold, 

95682, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Just, 

95824, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Uli Theissen, 

95066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Bushey, 

95135, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kyra rice, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gregg Eisman, 

92082, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa adkison, 

94945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lee Smith, 

95410, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Dun, 

95066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Behar, 

91360, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dale Hillard, 

93908, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susanne Wood, 

93101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

THERESA VERNON, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Todd Snyder, 

94115, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Brandt Brandt, 

92705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bryan Fork, 

92010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Craig Bettencourt, 

93955, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Lee Beatty, 

93401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Ross, 

95258, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Sclafani, 

90274, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bobette Barnes, 

95448, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Simone Butler, 

92110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bryan Maddan, 

92211, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Hathaway, 

90660, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Venetia Large, 

91003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shannon Pardini, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

paul runion, 

95005, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Rankin, 

92648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Soraya Barabi, 

90025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Andersen, 

94404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Carey, 

92054, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Pedotti, 

93101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

l Haage, 

94618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ronnie Drago, 

94591, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rob West, 

90056, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Inette Dishler, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Butler, 

94517, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kirsten Cutler, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edwin McCready, 

90028, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Braun Glazer, 

92037, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dagmar Friedman, 

94707, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Bair, 

95818, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Cain, 

95403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Zans, 

92241, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Hsu, 

92122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

R Koblin, 

91381, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Warren Gold, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Johnson, 

93003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Dowling, 

94947, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alison Tamminga, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cornelia Southwick, 

90036, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carola Oels, 

92506, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shari Petrie, 

95631, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Danielle Weber, 

94403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

June Evans, 

92024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Russell Thorp, 

94949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ron and Malinda Thal, 

95425, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Golden, 

94547, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Freeman, 

95008, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Bordenave, 

93728, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tona Rose, 

95683, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald Mills, 

92399, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Clary Neil, 

91790, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Astaunda, 

92129, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Munnelly, 

92604, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Spanski, 

92054, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Y. Armando NIETO, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Suzan Kaplan, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karrie Pehle, 

95350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn La Rue, 

94553, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Teagardin, 

91602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jolinda Decad, 

94301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mariel Spengler, 

94306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alan P Socol, 

90019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Newland, 

90717, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Garcia, 

91001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Beard-Thomas, 

95816, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne H Bergeron, 

91024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

STEPHEN BOLAND, 

92123, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laurence Thomas, 

95409, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Betty Dickey, 

95124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen O'Shea, 

94121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Case, 

92673, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Tache, 

95946, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Hanson, 

91773, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Stanton, 

94018, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Sheffield, 

95409, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

CAROL ANDERSON, 

95966, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

J. Schaffell, 

94707, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Morgan, 

93021, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Essman, 

95448, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Hartwig, 

92314, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

sondra zanassi, 

92705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

rebecca wang, 

91801, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Aaron Pedroni, 

94605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

charles martin, 

93940, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Lovejoy, 

94954, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Erin Garcia, 

91356, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Kelly, 

93003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca McGrew, 

91001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Sarabia, 

95207, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amber Eby, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Branstetter, 

95703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Matt Sorgenfrei, 

94121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shari Amos, 

95815, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Lowell, 

94510, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Len Carella, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Milliken, 

94574, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Colden, 

90212, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sean Cosgrave, 

23400, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Darla Hoback, 

91355, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Viola Deters, 

92706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Grote, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Rufer, 

92284, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

LD Anderson, 

95018, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brenda Hillman, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Wood, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Haskins, 

92105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Kerridge, 

92014, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

casee maxfield, 

90028, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Weintraub, 

95966, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Fleming, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Jawad, 

90605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

mikki broughton, 

94518, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Abigail Bline, 

90034, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marc Hachey, 

94518, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Harris, 

94089, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Ramos, 

93460, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Yonts, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Schneider, 

92105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Tubbs, 

95864, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Harvey, 

92130, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Mayer, 

92109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Anderson, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Jacobsen, 

92128, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

b franklin, 

91316, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN CHARBONNEAU, 

91977, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Lolis, 

90806, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marc Futernick, 

91106, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Aileen Sander, 

90403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mariaelena Springsted, 

94019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jayme Amorillo, 

92024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leanne Friedman, 

95616, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Zak, 

95436, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Day, 

94550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gina Torgersen, 

92176, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Valentine, 

95070, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alexis Grone, 

92058, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Samuelson, 

92679, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rita A, 

95521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Ching, 

92264, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peg Albrets, 

95014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Kuelper, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amara Siva, 

92128, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Bruce, 

92118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Heng Liu, 

94582, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Muzzy, 

92563, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Hanson, 

94043, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Stephens, 

95127, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Amar, 

92009, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Ogilvie, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tricia McGillis, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Larsen, 

94121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Keigher, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Galvan, 

93111, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Bearden, 

95223, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul and Katherine malchiodi, 

92110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Webb, 

95521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pec Indman, 

95129, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kiersten stein, 

94550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karl Steinberg, 

92663, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christina Pages, 

93023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Tully, 

92374, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stella Casillas, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rayline Dean, 

93555, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Pedrini, 

91007, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Esposito, 

90266, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ekaterina Auerbach, 

94306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Brace, 

92252, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roxanne Betke, 

92584, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Yamaguchi, 

93704, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donald Maher, 

94534, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Podell, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anabelle Anderson, 

91750, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Byrne, 

94121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Smith, 

94601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Claude Bibeau, 

91701, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Rippetoe, 

92270, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Okimoto, 

94558, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Landgrebe, 

95073, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Witney, 

94608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce Barham, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cherri Shiffman, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

arnold johnson, 

90017, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carolann Johnson, 

92506, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Mills, 

91025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

BILLY JONES, 

94530, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nut Butterfly, 

90302, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Brazis, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Fasca, 

92262, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Justin Emerson, 

94112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

K. Nilsen, 

95005, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Goodson, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janice Rosse, 

92604, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Teevan, 

91914, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Gowani, 

91367, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Helene Minniti, 

91351, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald Mantonya, 

91342, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce Campbell Ph.D. P.T, 

90505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shana Lehar, 

90024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Grossberg, 

95407, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vakila Friedman, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Dawson, 

92603, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ralph Devoto, 

95451, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

C Ducey, 

94973, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Arvind Ravikumar, 

95011, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gigi Johnson Handen, 

92507, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Larkin, 

94109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Schader, 

94523, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Toni Woodruff, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adela Valdez, 

92115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mario Salgado, 

92801, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Taylor, 

91360, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kenneth blackwell, 

93446, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Nathan, 

90027, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

claudia hasenhuttl, 

91206, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Hawkins, 

91320, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Willebrands, 

91320, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Aycock, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Marie, 

95453, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

MARJI INGERSOLL, 

93950, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah St Julien, 

95136, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Calhoun, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Gates, 

94544, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Angeles, 

94010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Gilliland, 

91042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Sentenn, 

92821, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sami Taylor, 

90029, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Bordman, 

92046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Lee, 

92612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Coren York, 

91775, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Justin Wang, 

92612, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth Pennington, 

91386, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kirt germond, 

91020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Lish, 

94903, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Hendricks, 

95685, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Reich, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Stoddard, 

94530, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Zeiler, 

95501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence Fait, 

92504, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

ADAM BERNSTEIN, 

90012, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Meckler, 

92887, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sacha de Nijs, 

92647, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jackie Pomies, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mari Jacobson, 

90266, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Nygard, 

95006, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marc Maloney, 

95841, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Barker, 

94903, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Braude, 

94025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

patrice oneill, 

91436, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Cappa, 

94928, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Harte, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James R Monroe, 

94521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Wilson, 

94401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Payne, 

94025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mildred McDermott, 

94591, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Vincent, 

93023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Edgerton, 

94520, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

NATASHA Hopkinson, 

94121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Harvey Fryer, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lorraine Sherwood, 

92054, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Thryft, 

95006, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheryl Orrs, 

92021, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rev. Maria Riter Wilson, 

91773, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Perrelet, 

92010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Massey, 

92582, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Rodriguez, 

95020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Temple, 

94577, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Eisman, 

94937, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Gallo, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Ferree, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Whyman, 

93001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kerri McGoldrick, 

94546, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Toni Moore, 

91104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

MADELYN SWED, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roy Rosenblatt, 

91403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Grimshaw, 

95228, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Paolini, 

91355, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly Poncia, 

95457, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Lane, 

94518, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marlyn Dege, 

92130, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Fellman, 

94566, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sly Oliver, 

92112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Glory Eden, 

95623, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jose Figueroa, 

90291, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jimmie Oneal, 

95956, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Iam Eden, 

95623, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Cunningham, 

93101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Micki Besancon, 

95959, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Yvette Fallandy, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Manalio, 

91361, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sebastiano Scarampi, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melinda Hellyer, 

93110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Whitson, 

95118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Fielden MD, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

catherine krueger, 

94530, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

jennifer gardner, 

92105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

AIXA FIELDER, 

90028, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

david armario, 

95442, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Natalie Kipper, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Yenney, 

93004, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Lewis, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Keith Hunter, 

92008, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Hedges, 

91945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven White, 

95124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Callaway, 

95409, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

MJ Cittadino, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Raquel Mustaca, 

95350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Trerice, 

94509, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Howard Belove, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Mayhew, 

95616, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Matteson, 

92203, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

patric kearns, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Madeline Covey, 

94306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Bacallao, 

92009, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Maxim, 

94103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

L.L. Dored, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Keith Wheldon, 

91024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Ledbetter, 

95662, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

shannon Patty, 

92509, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle MacKenzie, 

94025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anny Pfister, 

94062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Caleb Ellis, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Cullen, 

93406, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Rojeski, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kermit Carraway, 

95602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charesa Harper, 

95442, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Adams, 

91107, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Helene Carol Meeks, 

94545, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan Rubin, 

90029, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

P. Porter, 

94109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Heinrich, 

95437, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Smith, 

92131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Barthelow, 

95602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Kourda, 

91913, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Myers, 

95329, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Angelica Jochim, 

95436, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan McKenzie, 

95722, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maja Sidzinska, 

95405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carroll Abshier, 

90713, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeremy Trimm, 

94585, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alana Emhardt, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

wendell turner, 

92660, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Adams, 

95827, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marion Solbert, 

95825, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Penn Patton, 

91007, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tammy Plante, 

92262, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

jana Mariposa Muhar, 

95401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Traugott, 

96001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Constance Walker, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gilda Fusilier, 

95831, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Hayes, 

90260, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cameron Walker, 

92620, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Florence Litton, 

92082, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Don Sparks, 

91325, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Lissauer, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dyamond Bolden, 

94585, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Schlam, 

92104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Irene Cooke, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jackson Brand, 

92626, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Heuser, 

91007, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Leske, 

91343, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Mazariegos, 

95630, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

a lai, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janette Chapman, 

92314, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Laabs, 

92037, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Philip Lefcourt, 

91101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Zoe Becker, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Emsley, 

93923, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa Sullivan, 

90065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Greer, 

95618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Wall, 

91945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

A. L., 

94112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Prisca Gloor, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Dann, 

93004, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jamey Marth, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Lofthouse, 

94025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marjorie Maloney, 

95223, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

linda redenbaugh, 

92104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Fannin, 

95973, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca Mincarelli, 

92648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Needleman, 

95473, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Votek, 

95442, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

brian rutkin, 

90230, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Javier Flores, 

92121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Ctist, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Betti, 

91423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Victor Alcala, 

94598, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Friedman, 

94803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marsha Balian, 

94618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judie VL, 

95006, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Bechtel, 

92373, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Doyka, 

95542, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hugh Moore, 

90006, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

marc harries, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patti Davis, 

90403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Hansford, 

95401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Key, 

96064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. James Reed, 

95667, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Lieberman, 

95412, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Fulcomer, 

92105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Sharf, 

92708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Fabio Bogdanic, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Freeman, 

92604, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William McNamara, 

92262, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karl Koessel, 

95519, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Bloom, 

96158, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Belinda Rowbury, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Shekell, 

90034, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

STEVEN FRANK, 

90025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Lyons, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Dardarian, 

91403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alessia Cowee, 

95973, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Wenzel, 

94706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Kreutzburg, 

95670, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Rummel, 

92104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stuart Hall, 

94102, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Neeley, 

92865, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

richard romanus, 

93428, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sal Chavez, 

90745, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Stobie, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Marrington, 

73132, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen DuPar, 

92262, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Courtney Christoffer, 

95125, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jerry Gahan, 

92277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Wendell, 

95401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

karl rohlin, 

92595, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Myers, 

94705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Lieblich, 

94583, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Li Calzi, 

90404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Mahoney, 

96146, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Sixtus, 

92071, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

M Luisa Cariaga, 

90808, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Morales, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Panny, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Gant, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Valory Mitchell, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Crist, 

90272, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Lautz, 

91915, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brandyce Howard, 

90807, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Silva Harr, 

94521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Carter, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Zack Hall, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

nancy Loman, 

93001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Snopkowski, 

94920, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deb Dearing, 

95409, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

H. Moreno, 

95252, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Phillip Sherard M.D., 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Roberts, 

95823, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Fischer, 

92128, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth Johnson, 

92253, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leah Berman, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Gonzalez, 

95126, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Post, 

95762, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Driscoll, 

94134, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lyle Henry, 

90039, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Culp, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Rawson, 

95818, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ann Di Flaviano, 

93720, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rashid Patch, 

94621, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Hudson, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pela Tomasello, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Adler, 

90274, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kerry Wright, 

95819, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kenny maier, 

93631, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

naomi mindelzun, 

94303, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Faith Clark, 

92057, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

jimmie lunsford, 

92176, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Ford, 

91505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Pearsall, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Williamson, 

91604, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen Prochaska, 

94706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Mcconnell, 

96104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathie Boley, 

93271, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marci Spencer, 

94546, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peggy Andersen, 

94551, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

sharon bambridge, 

0, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Merritt, 

91601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bob B, 

91745, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JoAnn Davis, 

95380, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rosann Lynch, 

93940, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Andrews, 

95128, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JANET HEINLE, 

90403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa Bacci, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lara Michalak, 

91601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Davis, 

92116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dolores Athuil, 

90048, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Perkins, 

91208, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alec Taratula, 

91801, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gregg Oelker, 

91001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Benjamin Etgen, 

95821, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Wong, 

91504, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Walkowiak, 

92663, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Frazier, 

92023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

scott maretti, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbata Beck, 

92627, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeri Pollock, 

91001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jenny Engel, 

90038, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Rector, 

92023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vira Confectioner, 

94586, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jaime Nahman, 

90290, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

SUSAN MILETICH, 

95468, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Pinkus, 

91604, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Sownie, 

90706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jay Rice, 

94947, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vanessa Chrisman, 

92649, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

L. Piquett, 

95063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brenda McLaren, 

95030, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

michele crook, 

91350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

ROB DOUCETTE, 

90293, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

marla feierabend, 

93109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Benzwi, 

94618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Bolz, 

95688, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann-Marie Graham, 

95662, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Schuyler Kent, 

90020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Harder, 

95033, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Giada Gattoni Gricourt, 

95030, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sage Johnson, 

94133, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Crystal Govea, 

92870, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Harrington, 

95006, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Artineh Havan, 

91501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory Frank, 

94043, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Filip, 

93020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rev. and Mrs. Colvin, 

94105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Teri Smith, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jay Atkinson and Ariel Summerlin, 

94803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Wilson, 

95959, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Blaise Brockman, 

91007, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Keene, 

95959, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean dimler, 

92694, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Halligan, 

95482, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Coleman, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Archibald, 

92109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia LoVerme, 

91030, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Aldredge, 

90068, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

TOM MCCOWN, 

90034, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roger Hollander, 

91356, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Cornett, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jamila Garrecht, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Reeves, 

90501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Cameron, 

95125, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Liaskos, 

94550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Holt, 

95469, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Bohn, 

94707, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joni Pradetto, 

92069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Steudle, 

92637, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Celia Goldie, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Stewart, 

92128, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gail McMullen, 

90027, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kris Osward, 

95370, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Suzi McCandless, 

92037, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Landau, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Herstein, 

91001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Guernsey, 

93023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Beaton, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vanessa Ipsen, 

94070, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Morgan, 

93013, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rania Shenouda, 

91301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Knee, 

92037, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Peek, 

94930, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Rhoades, 

94920, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Harvey, 

94606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alison Parmer, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Root, 

95340, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roxanne Alden, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Hurley, 

92116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

CAROLYN VOET, 

92211, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kaylah Sterling, 

94608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Felicia Saunders, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marshall Schwartz, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tommy Rodriguez, 

92570, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Wagner, 

95648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Disa Balderama, 

90241, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karl Overby, 

92835, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Hoffman, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Everett, 

95945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Jones, 

91942, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bonbie Harker, 

92677, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James White, 

94123, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Paskowitz, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

DONNA LYONS, 

90036, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Tripp, 

91390, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Cummins, 

92870, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frances Wesson, 

92545, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Whaley, 

95503, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Gannon, 

94502, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Hughes, 

94942, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jo Baxter-Miguel, 

90402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Evette Garcia, 

90716, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Keith Ramsey, 

90045, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Colleen Doing, 

94010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Leusch, 

92549, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Cocks, 

95610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Shepard, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Rabkin, 

95073, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Weiden, 

94022, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Snedegar, 

92651, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Pekrul, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joy Turlo, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gina Mori, 

93420, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Gibson, 

94578, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gwen Weil, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amit Shoham, 

94619, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patty Garcia, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Hodges, 

94606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Kaminski, 

92692, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Simmons, 

93420, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Henderson, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andy Cohen, 

90049, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Fligg, 

94904, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Grovenburg, 

95124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carla Holguin, 

90027, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Salles, 

96003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cecilia Hill, 

92131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janele Galaz, 

92704, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roberta. Schear, 

94618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jorden Estes, 

95928, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Gould, 

90024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Mandala, 

92630, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Vesper, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Gardiner, 

95969, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

peter reimer, 

94542, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rajesh Badri, 

92078, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

gordon reed, 

92663, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Towers, 

95423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Lakota, 

94949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Taylor, 

95814, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gordon Beebe, 

95401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

H. Clarke Gentry, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Brisson, 

95401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Seagraves, 

94531, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanette Bokhour, 

94709, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adrian Roscher, 

90049, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hillary Davis, 

95425, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Claire Murphy, 

94706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

michael beickel, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Grant White, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Schenck, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah DeMaddalena, 

92782, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patty Hatcher, 

90621, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andre Pessis, 

94925, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Villarreal, 

93618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Edmondson, 

94526, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nona Weiner, 

95127, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

rene lambert, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Courtney Lemmon, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carl and Mary Melin, 

90620, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Eckman, 

94040, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Romulo Esquivel, 

90016, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

shawn delehanty, 

93515, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christa Neuber, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Finn, 

95014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Drover, 

92603, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brooke McGowen, 

96088, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cindy Stein, 

91360, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Blakley, 

93950, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Kim, 

95051, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Segnitz, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Rigrod, 

91316, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kay Woolsey, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Neu, 

90740, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dwayne Campeau, 

92780, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Schulze, 

92119, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Liana Kornfield, 

94930, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Modell McEntire, 

92405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Salyers, 

94942, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Crossley, 

95608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janice Levi, 

92506, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Anderson, 

95818, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Griffin, 

95959, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Seltzer, 

90265, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

bill yama, 

94607, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

HOLLI SCHEUMANN, 

94558, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Fosse, 

90275, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Bailey, 

93562, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Urmila Padmanabhan, 

94538, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

roger lema, 

94541, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ingrid Newstadt, 

90065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Watts, 

92506, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Poirier, 

92026, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Herman David, 

90212, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Avila, 

90601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Herbert Movius, 

92637, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Therese Helbick-White, 

96001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bev Lips, 

94104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Gubernick, 

93924, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Hyde, 

95555, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Tetoni, 

93103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne Latham, 

93561, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Silvey, 

94553, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Levine, 

91303, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory Tabat, 

92704, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

cherie garrett, 

93103, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mimi Abers, 

94707, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katy Jafari, 

91304, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Reese, 

92673, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Grant, 

90010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carlos Nunez, 

91335, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Daniels, 

93121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Hoskins, 

91024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Todd Struthers, 

94523, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Luis Fuentes, 

92262, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jenny Clearwater, 

95648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dayle Schweninger, 

94587, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Darrell Wilson, 

94541, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melanie Goldberg, 

94706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Neal, 

92014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vickie Rozell, 

94025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alexandra Dorough, 

91786, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Slavin, 

91423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jayne Cerny, 

94937, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tyson Martin, 

91505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Tiarks, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Danette Johnson, 

92264, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Loren Carjulia, 

94960, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Parr, 

91001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Dinsmore, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kent  Frederick Krueger, 

95007, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Henry Petzold, 

95125, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Dawson, 

95618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

PAULA LESLIE, 

94026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Ratkovsky, 

94619, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vincent Bilbro, 

90042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Loey Small, 

90815, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Genevieve Deppong, 

94024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Todd Matz, 

94551, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Madeleine Bratt, 

94605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Grossman, 

94301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

K G, 

92118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jessie Shohara, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Stubbs, 

92010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa Zollars, 

93704, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

RICHARD MONROE, 

92860, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kermit Cuff, 

94041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Gordillo, 

94015, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

arthur trejo, 

93636, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shawn Wilson, 

91042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Carr, 

95124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adrian Sandoval, 

90022, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rose Coppinger, 

92211, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Lopez, Sr., 

91202, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Rodriguez, 

91709, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Montroy, 

92115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carlton Keppelman, 

93922, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karla Devine, 

90266, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

K R, 

94579, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Gable, 

93720, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joshua Arthur, 

96067, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Woody Maxwell, 

93001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Holly Hovore, 

91354, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anh Clemens, 

95120, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Shear, 

92626, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JOHN COLE, 

95023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Bennett, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Flamm, 

90034, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karyn Kraft, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Harry, 

95306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gerard Ridella, 

94546, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Redden, 

94577, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ginelle Boyer, 

90028, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brad Rae, 

92630, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

edith wander, 

90025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy Millstine, 

95407, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

michael-leonard creditor, 

92038, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Green Greenwald, 

95446, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Roberts, 

91980, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gale Kirk, 

92660, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Butler, 

90026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Kwok, 

94086, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Levicke, 

91607, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Kastner, 

94705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

P Beck, 

95864, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Perry, 

95467, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gabriel Lautaro, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Hoffman, 

92119, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Brown, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Rudisill, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gillian Anderson, 

95407, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael McMahan, 

92649, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

janet perlman, 

94705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Chamberlain, 

95540, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Rubino, 

95117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

B. E., 

91361, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tina Arnold, 

94571, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nicole Chang, 

94558, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Evans, 

95448, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Ball, 

90301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Ferraro, 

94601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barb Sidener, 

95971, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Klein, 

90292, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Aderhold, 

92088, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Bender, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Howard, 

92109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lcol Coleman, 

94063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Virgil Nieman, 

92241, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Blenner, 

91978, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rosalind Patterson, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Aaron Culliney, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Weicker, 

95409, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Drum, 

90041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Leitch, 

90291, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Casey Smith, 

95521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Fellabaum, 

92264, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Stokes, 

95765, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Geoffrey Gallegos, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jamie Le, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edwin Aiken, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carmel Dagan, 

90048, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Freddie Sumilhig, 

95991, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Raymond Plasse, 

91307, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin McGuire, 

95366, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carla Ruff, 

94109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph White, 

95614, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Zoglin, 

95436, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ralph Bocchetti, 

92337, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

P. A.i Motto, 

94402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Monica Devlin, 

95401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Annie Winsor, 

91362, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Mitchell, 

90803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Barnett, 

92867, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Ramirez, 

91790, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Renate Dolin, 

90265, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Newell-Hanson, 

90016, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tami Perkins, 

91364, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa Yrastorza, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marcy Pendergast, 

95959, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

SHARON SMITH, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lesla Copley, 

90404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathianne Selindh, 

90266, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vincent Hoagland, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Perry, 

95667, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alejandro Artigas, 

91206, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Swedlow, 

92399, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

April Decker, 

92021, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rodney Johnson, 

91042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Cowgill, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Engell, 

94102, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Corder, 

95945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lainie Shapiro, 

90272, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Bruck, 

95125, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Lang, 

94022, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ah Ho, 

94404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Nitzan, 

94301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne Horn, 

90720, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Watts, 

95401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sherri Trout, 

93063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nola Nordmarken, 

91101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Essex, 

95762, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Wendt, 

94596, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Kiely, 

94804, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dana Heinlein, 

95129, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Irene Hilgers, 

94582, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Spengler, 

94306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Subrata Sircar, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

karen roseme, 

92064, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Mckay, 

94925, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Savage, 

93546, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Silvana Garcia, 

93063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Edwards, 

92831, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laurel Cameron, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Aaron Bagheri, 

93106, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amanda BLoom, 

94601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Signe Wetteland, 

95691, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Bergen, 

92508, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

christopher flynn, 

95127, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shelah Lehrer-Graiwer, 

90027, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

pam zimmerman, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

marina read, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

shellie krick, 

94523, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lara Ingraham, 

90038, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Neumeier, 

95682, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Birgit Hermann, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary owens, 

95822, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Irene Kane, 

94605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Agnes Gillespie MD, 

95667, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Lifton, 

94805, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Clary, 

92780, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Geraldine May, 

93432, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kelly Dunn, 

92656, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Boynton, 

94301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Johnson, 

94541, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nan Ayers, 

94804, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Latta, 

95648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Royce-Wilder, 

90291, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Daly, 

92672, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

BEATRICE RING, 

90049, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charlie Ohanlon, 

91201, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John H Anderson, 

92103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Svendsen, 

91505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leila Zai, 

92104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Hamre, 

93602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jo Arazi, 

92128, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kajsa ingelsson, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Oliver, 

94533, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Annie Eicher, 

95519, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Schildgen, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Moder, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Goad, 

94568, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tania Dangtran, 

94108, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Thornton, 

92211, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Coleman, 

95426, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tracy Morris, 

94903, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Quail, 

95616, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Polainer, 

95630, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Candy Frantz-Crafton, 

95065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brigid Murphy, 

91710, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Philpot, 

93463, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Guy Johnson, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Guzzo, 

92104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kellie Schwegel, 

92602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lenore Rodah, 

91030, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Evan Riter, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judy GUFFEY, 

92586, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Schwartz, 

91040, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kimi Hosoume, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Trama, 

92586, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

KAREN PHILLIPS, 

95746, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karyn Schell, 

94619, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

AD SHAPIRO, 

91356, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Heidi Schmitz, 

94965, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela McKenna, 

93402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary F Platter-Rieger, 

92105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nydia Cardona, 

92532, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Pennington, 

94109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Hewitt, 

90755, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Palafoutas, 

90038, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Lazar, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Michael O'Donnell, 

92253, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Sugerman, 

91360, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Galgoul, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Boller, 

91042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Priyanka Bhakta, 

92708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shelley Carlisle, 

94947, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Rovere, 

94112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Crystal Nichols, 

95032, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Littleton, 

95648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Simington, 

91764, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Inge Wagner, 

90020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Treat Lyon, 

95926, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Kurokawa, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Wheeler, 

92563, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Baker, 

94605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Olga Sevilla, 

91303, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn Gerwitz, 

95118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Coombes, 

92110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bernard Hochendoner, 

95363, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel G, 

94707, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Craig Tyron, 

90065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Martin, 

95240, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

vincent wong, 

94102, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

DeeAnn Bradley, 

92544, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald Telep, 

95742, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Mattern, 

92260, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Miranda Helly, 

94612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Oxley, 

95010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Gavigan, 

90036, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Franzen, 

90034, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Saxe, 

94025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Connie Anderson, 

93010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Betsy Summers, 

91302, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Norma Davies Blackmer, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Cope, 

92612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

j yudell, 

90409, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edmond Green, 

92656, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Cunningham, 

93924, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jon Pankin, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Stillwater, 

90020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

June Trask, 

95966, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

S Burcin, 

92029, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shirley Azevedo, 

93654, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Hurst, 

94563, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Stamos, 

95070, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Neuman, 

95818, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Caroline Blake, 

91007, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Renay Hersh, 

90048, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Murray, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Herbert Mintz, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Blanca Luz Ross, 

92833, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Black, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Allan Ju, 

92234, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

william mittig, 

95338, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy Roberts, 

94550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Hill, 

92234, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Thomas, 

95814, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julianna Robinson, 

90034, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ramsey Gregory, 

95758, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Brown, 

94188, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Kuntz-Cote, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

maria hofmann, 

95112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Lowry, 

95688, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

carla rosin, 

93120, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laurel Harrington, 

92223, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

SIDNEY WINSTON, 

90801, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Loeser, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Piper, 

91042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Hodgson, 

95377, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alexa McMahan, 

92649, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kersten Tanner, 

95468, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Schaufler, 

94544, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Zoya Benjamin, 

94019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Aurora Navarro, 

95927, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Salonia, 

92008, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Santosha Davis, 

93940, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Jackson, 

92040, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Killebrew, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Miner, 

95762, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Henry, 

95560, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jackie Andersen, 

92336, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karl Bane, 

94020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Ohama, 

94950, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

cricket Koharik, 

90026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Molly Huddleston, 

95402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ruth Smith, 

95928, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Fontaine, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Lynch, 

90272, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Thompson, 

95678, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rodney Cornelius, 

95833, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julie McKee, 

96114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Foxhoven, 

94030, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence Lewis, 

95014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Phenix, 

95608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Schuman, 

91403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sunny Psota, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

LaDonne Lenzini, 

95670, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JIM APODACA, 

91770, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Norma J F Harrison, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy Simpson, 

92276, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vanessa Escamilla, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katelyn Cunningham, 

91208, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

thomas andrae, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ana Herold, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Kroger, 

95204, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janie Lucas, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Cromeenes, 

95757, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jana Perinchief, 

95821, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Patton, 

94024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Petersen, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julia Vetrie, 

91387, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Williams, 

94946, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marylucia Arace, 

92057, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

MATHIEU LONG, 

95822, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nicholas Hermosillo, 

92346, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Hazelton, 

95112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

debaney lefort, 

94550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Levow, 

93446, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Central, 

91214, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Lopez, 

95125, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

elena olivera, 

93117, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Dougherty, 

94903, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda McLain, 

93535, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Jenkins, 

91364, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Miller, 

90731, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce Kolasa, 

93265, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard  Raegan Gavriel Graziani, 

91941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

ron nazionale, 

94510, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan McKown, 

95661, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Winkleman, 

92688, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Baker, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

D L, 

94061, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Stratton, 

95624, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Hirayama, 

94558, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eleni Bountalis, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marleen Mulder, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Page, 

95242, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

judy reisberg, 

91403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Almack, 

92118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nicole Braun, 

92130, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kimble darlington, 

95567, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marianne Doar, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lauranne Lee, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bradley Colden, 

90602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Gonzalez, 

92129, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Caldwell, 

95503, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Arthur Ungar, 

94549, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Shafer, 

92646, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Ryan, 

92064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Owen, 

91107, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Amador, 

92649, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Ritter, 

91423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Jared Greer, 

94806, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Lorta, 

95691, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Regina Myerscough, 

92201, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Keller, 

94080, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Dovgin, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

anthony webb, 

94020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kristin Papania, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Serafini, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Coller, 

96019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Abrams, 

92103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Craft, 

91423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leo Buckley, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dr A Gardner, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynette Ridder, 

94521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

June Osbourn, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frances Larson, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Russel Sher, 

91401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Kierce, 

93428, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne Anderson, 

91606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joshua Wines, 

90606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael A. Johnston, 

92176, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Josh Stamberg, 

90039, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

MARV COHEN, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Erica Schmitt, 

94544, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Graham fulk, 

93422, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mir Faugno, 

90293, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

HAMED HAMAD, 

91604, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephan Foley, 

93023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth Patton, 

95842, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stan Yogi, 

90017, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Raven Deerwater, 

95460, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael gertz, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Wilmoth, 

94124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Norris, 

90031, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Swire, 

93063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Veneziano, 

90640, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheryl Rose, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Lin, 

92123, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Grosh, 

92243, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Craig Corbett, 

95821, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Stewart, 

90744, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Madison Jackson, 

94030, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Henry Rosslow, 

92683, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Evan Jane Kriss, 

94965, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Levin, 

91325, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joanna Welch, 

95501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cindy Ferguson, 

95827, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Leamy, 

94505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Heather Gori, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Louise Bianco, 

91356, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mohan Sakhrani, 

95382, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Barnes, 

94306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Isabel Leonard, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lowell Young, 

93720, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

DOUGLAS SCHEEL, 

93402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leiv Blad Sr, 

91401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Preston, 

94552, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Guy Zahller, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Teddie Serna, 

90631, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Kitts, 

92630, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanette Ryan, 

90272, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Landler, 

90065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Turley-Sinclair, 

95949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Jordan, 

95005, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer McInroe, 

94597, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie S, 

90211, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sami Mzali, 

91607, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

TIM SEBESTYEN, 

92676, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Allison Benoit, 

93926, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Lu Murphy, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Hafez, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Heineman, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Gorohoff, 

95123, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Macomber's, 

94960, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carla Quinones, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Silla Taylor, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

VIRGINIA CARDENAS, 

92866, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Darner, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sally DePoy, 

92887, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

laureen picciani, 

95437, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sudi Mccollum, 

91206, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Hale, 

94609, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Slater, 

90042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie McLaughlin, 

92116, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jen Gavin, 

95570, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tara Larson, 

92618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Sterling, 

92004, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marcia Garceau, 

92129, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Armida Franceschini, 

92065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Ross, 

94803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Keith Harrison, 

92806, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christina Ciesla, 

93063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Jean Posner, 

93551, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lonnie Gordon, 

90265, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Lehmann, 

93101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Drew Rodriguez, 

96073, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Hood, 

95821, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Rudolph, 

90272, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Katkov, 

92234, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann-Marie Olsson, 

94117, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Russell, 

92354, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Kavanaugh, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Perea, 

94127, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Meredith Box, 

92124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

J. Alfred Smith, Jr., 

95835, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Dutil, 

95033, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

jorge Belloso-Curiel, 

94801, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charleen Steeves, 

90290, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Maloney, 

92024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Barlow, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Tornabene, 

93067, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Poland, 

93550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Vance, 

92346, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stan Fitzgerald, 

95135, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dudley and Candace Campbell, 

91401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Stone, 

96097, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Blom, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Shannahoff, 

92014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Maisler, 

95928, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Jones, 

91307, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Bindas, 

94598, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eileen Mitro, 

95482, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Gray, 

95628, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

robert johnson, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Mullins, 

92651, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Jones, 

91350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Danielle Machotka, 

94960, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Cappetta, 

92270, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

J. Spencer Lake, 

92109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Kuhns, 

93950, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Miranda Mendoza, 

95401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Metzener, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Valencia, 

91105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jose Figueroa Jr, 

94536, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Yosh Yamanaka, 

90292, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

maria schoettler, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Guy Wallace, 

93402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nicole Antoine, 

90026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Clay Martinek, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mindy Jonas, 

94947, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cyndee Newick, 

95008, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adina Beaumont, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Warner, 

90010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Fernquest, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Owen, 

95521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Bohnet, 

95490, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Oliver, 

94534, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rev. Martha del Rio, 

95954, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Todd Peterson, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

liona shareing, 

92078, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alfred Gonzales, 

93901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith D. Radovsky, 

91030, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Reynolds, 

93205, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jordan Neiman, 

90068, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dorene Opava-Rutter, 

90272, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Russell, 

93060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Fragulia, 

95340, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

J Davis, 

94102, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Misti Reif, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dale Beaver, 

91910, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Sismondo, 

91010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Feldman, 

91011, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Mele, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Genevieve Gater, 

93422, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Thompson, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Castillo, 

90805, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Macias, 

95825, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Hamilton, 

90274, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Dobson, 

93444, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Grattan, 

93907, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elisse De Sio, 

94070, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Sarnecki, 

95914, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen White, 

94538, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gen Guracar, 

94040, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Memel, 

93023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila Shane, 

92649, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Wedge, 

95949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Avila Lowrance, 

95945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

rima azizkhanian, 

90004, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Lloyd, 

95667, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anik Charron, 

90292, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Fr. Stewart Wilber, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Nickle, 

90064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Webber, 

90731, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dana Thompson, 

95032, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Greene, 

93065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Hope, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Scott MacDougall, 

94709, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marsha Davis, 

92240, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

william mertely, 

94538, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alexandria Luostari, 

90064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Jones, 

92107, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Kappus, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean G. Cochran, 

91767, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stefanie Kaku, 

93922, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Jane Cope, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tia Triplett, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Rauchwerger, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Coster, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Massey, 

92078, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Theresa Horrigan, 

94108, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Saroyan Humphrey, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

michael myers, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kim nero, 

92627, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sally & Don Webb, 

93108, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chuck Mccumby, 

95136, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Livingston, 

93023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

marilyn Dennis, 

91343, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Jones, 

94706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Hauck, 

90808, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Hughes, 

95927, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Dellasala, 

91320, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Shaddick, 

95445, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Gossett, 

92592, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gavrilah Wells, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Davine, 

90232, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marcia Flannery, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Waldrip, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Orser-Cataldi, 

95065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ron S., 

95747, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pierre-Etienne Alliaume, 

94000, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roberta Lafrance, 

94579, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Kursh, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Agostina Lombardo, 

90016, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shereen Hawkins, 

92648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald Caldeira, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Gonsman, 

95465, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Johnny Sauter, 

90601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Edwards, 

92782, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ramona Draeger, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James ashcraft, 

95825, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rebel Kreklow, 

95628, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kyle Bracken, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Megan Klopp, 

94526, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Standlee, 

93428, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Emlyn Guiney, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

peter cesarini, 

90045, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anita Gilbride-Read, 

95519, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dina lisha, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

A Corbet, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pia Loeper, 

94563, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Kirk, 

92866, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Caroline Valentino, 

94612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

steven korson, 

92503, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Owens, 

91501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Fuller, 

95033, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Stafford, 

95448, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Martin, 

95350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Schulz, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dale Rhymer, 

93063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Silvano Leyva, 

91910, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Katz, 

95004, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Benjamin Wade, 

95070, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marko Pavlovic, 

95831, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Terri Trammell, 

92675, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dionne Neish, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nisreen Zeidan, 

95050, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marjorie Xavier, 

94542, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Stegner, 

95610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Zurisadai Rivera, 

91325, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Temple, 

95410, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kasra Kamooneh, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Holder, 

90230, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maxine Litwak, 

94949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ara Marderosian, 

93283, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbette Curran, 

92637, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Warren, 

93612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brent Hokanson, 

94533, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Brooks, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Smith, 

95066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cybelle Sato, 

91101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Sidel, 

94024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Kasparian, 

92705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Billie Lee Langley, 

90501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lauren Rebrovich, 

94553, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Pear-Brownlow, 

93535, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Val Barri, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Venedel Herbito, 

90042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mitchell Goldstein, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Klein, 

90245, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jann Johnson, 

94965, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Alreck-Anthony, 

95129, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Johnson, 

90245, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eliza Perez, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Horwitz, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sonia Alvarez-Oppus, 

95110, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Boggs, 

90248, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kristen Terry, 

91103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Genevieve Gates, 

90232, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

E. S., 

92124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jodie Hulden, 

92104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vanessa Cast, 

90262, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Brunger, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Boren, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Golembiewski, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Kuhn, 

92117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Louis Quaintance, 

95959, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Reiger, 

95405, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Ahn, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Kolesnik, 

91784, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carl Cartwright, 

90605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brett Changus, 

94062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Long, 

92120, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Walters, 

91901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carroll Nast, 

95713, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wendi Raw, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

pat hallacy, 

96067, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Curtis Barnett, 

90804, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen M Murphy, 

92037, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joanna Katz, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Eisenbeis, 

95242, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Noordyk, 

92109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marybeth Rice, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Iadanza, 

95833, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Schwartz, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eugene Peterson, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brenda Bailey, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Guild, 

91411, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Reginald Stocking, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jenny Nicklin, 

93023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margot Anderson, 

95616, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Hueftle, 

91012, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rosemarie Parris, 

94518, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Morris, 

91601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Jefferson, 

90220, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Christopherson, 

95747, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Branco, 

93277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Lewis, 

91401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ross Heckmann, 

91006, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Brooks, 

93225, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Hall, 

92886, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Light, 

92612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Canning, 

91302, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Gengo, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryll Desberg, 

90068, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tammy Richardson, 

93924, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bette Berg, 

95519, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Cooluris, 

94930, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

maurice edwards, 

91316, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Matusow, 

95125, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Barber, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Rogers, 

94946, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Crooks, 

94608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Forth, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Hetzel, 

96142, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andres Echeverria, 

90232, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Libacova, 

94606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hugh Brady, 

95468, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Fran McInerney, 

91372, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Adan, 

95608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Reed Fenton, 

91406, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Kafton, 

91423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Haley, 

90041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Tacker, 

93012, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melony Paulson, 

91765, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Victor Vera, 

90011, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ernest Isaacs, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Moss, 

95816, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jaime Marshall, 

90404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Yvette Castro, 

91402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gregg Kellogg, 

93940, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charles B., 

91356, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Elka, 

95338, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Lee, 

95120, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jo Cole, 

90049, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Thompson, 

94965, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Kramer, 

94606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alfred Rivera, 

90640, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Ackerman, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lorraine Seiji, 

94530, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Paulsen, 

95223, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lois Clymer, 

94920, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Harris, 

90012, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Colombano, 

95616, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Lowman, 

92563, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Tan, 

93675, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Bogoff, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Nirenstein, 

94904, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Monschke, 

95553, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Douglas Poore, 

95688, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Wasley, 

94618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Hemenez, 

94583, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

norma smith, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Kessler, 

92508, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Nicita, 

91910, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ann Winegard, 

92653, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leigh Stamets, 

95608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Allen Yarowsky, 

92103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Allen, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

val santillanes, 

95945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Kirk, 

93109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vanessa Walker, 

92203, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Oller, 

94564, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Max Nupen, 

92606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Monica Norcia, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margreta von Pein, 

94507, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Abbott Martin, 

95820, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

RONALD BOGIN, 

94530, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Davis, 

91502, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lyn Ayal, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Shortt, 

92118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

tim barkwill, 

90621, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nina Wong, 

91776, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Rodriguez, 

95121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Spevak, 

92808, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Annette Bork, 

92612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rob Roberto, 

92071, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Taylor, 

94563, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Handy, 

91104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Thelen, 

92101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gina Borrelli, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Stevens, 

94010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Reynolds, 

96064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dixie Patterson, 

93442, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Plummer, 

90808, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Burk, 

90024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Isenberg, 

92805, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

A Vs, 

92103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Rapoport, 

90094, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marlies Wilson, 

93950, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrie MacMillan, 

95355, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Blair Reynolds, 

95628, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Myron Meisel, 

90064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

D.D. Trent, 

93405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Chavez, 

91731, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

ELIZA ALVAREZ, 

93606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Dotzler, 

90064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frank and Mary Jane Anderson, 

90731, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert T. Brandes, 

94102, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Stone, 

92653, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Rohrer, 

95747, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chuck Karp, 

92261, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Alexander, 

92504, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Antin, 

91423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Clawson, 

94803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Regina Phillips, 

91306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Isabel Freeman, 

90290, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laurel Rutz, 

92081, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vera Loewer, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gerda Rasker, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Genette Foster, 

91106, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Anderson, 

94596, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gulshan Oomerjee, 

93065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Loo, 

95020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Clayton Blackburn, 

92262, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Napolitano, 

94954, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

john caris, 

94127, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Schenk, 

93063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Libby Teel, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Axel Meier, 

94606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Spencer, 

95949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gregory Ross, 

94577, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Jones, 

94530, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sadie Sullivan Greiner, 

92020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chuck Aragon, 

94568, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rayleen Wagner, 

95354, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

LISA KELLMAN, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alica Kincaid, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Weinberger, 

92653, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Haskett, 

95356, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Thompson, 

93923, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvia Vairo, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Delores Johnson, 

95241, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Gates, 

92708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

F. R. Eguren, 

90254, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shakayla Thomas, 

90220, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Holly Huntley, 

93063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Rubin, 

92647, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Colyar, 

93612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alexandra Nicole, 

90404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karl Fromuth, 

92503, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Sanders, 

93277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rita Poppenk, 

94587, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Rasmussen, 

90064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Miller, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John M. Keefe, 

91030, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maxine Zylberberg, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Sawyer, 

95824, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Gemmill, 

94109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Blandin, 

95683, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Betsy Brown, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Branson, 

95818, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Ariel, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eddy Pay, 

94953, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Megan Bauer, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Bein, 

90064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Louise Sampson, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Fricker, 

93611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Van Herik, 

95949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kristin gilberti, 

94973, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Wickham, 

91107, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Reeves, 

92604, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynette Chasen, 

92011, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janice Carr, 

94024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Johnson, 

95841, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Dennison, 

92840, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Bogart, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hilda Figaszewski, 

92220, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

D. Rowe, 

90403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christina Mason, 

94404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Eusey, 

95758, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Mikulin, 

95628, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Jardine, 

95014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Oqvist, 

94903, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Helder Gonsalves, 

94132, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Harding, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Klara Firestone, 

90212, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JIm Tario, 

95124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Powers, 

95076, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Liz Brown, 

95444, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Blum, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Olson, 

95436, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Lee, 

92109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Goldthorpe, 

94945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Tanner, 

92618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laural Cipollari, 

90266, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

daniel cohen, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Doering, 

94109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Felicia Chase, 

91436, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Mattei, 

91304, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marsha Jarvis, 

94564, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Reed, 

94590, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Zink, 

94606, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

sam butler, 

90045, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Sturken, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Kahl, 

94954, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Penny Heintz, 

95924, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Mock, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Lopez, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph McDonough, 

92544, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rich Hughes, 

94112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Tirce, 

91423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

mary claret, 

94019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Waggoner, 

93475, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

LAURENCE JACOBS, 

94553, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

ANNETTE BENTON, 

94565, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

roberta e. newman, 

94941, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Walter Ramsey, 

94561, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Rose, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

vicki hughes, 

92648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mariam Shah-Rais, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilu Kriegish, 

94002, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Slater-giglioli, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Norton, 

91943, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sherril Andersen, 

92408, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

J Gary, 

92103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Rittenberg, 

91604, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Moynahan, 

95119, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charles Ray, 

94103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carrie Tanke, 

93021, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Karp, 

94565, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Seltzer, 

95603, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Walp, 

91103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Thompson, 

95531, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carissa Kalogiannis, 

92656, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Beate Lohser, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Hall, 

94546, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Goldman, 

94705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Gann, 

92352, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Schwartz, 

94559, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

adrienne montgomery, 

92010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

sharon byers, 

90242, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Jacobs, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mr Jim and Mrs Leslee McPherson, 

94403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Meg Newman, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet English, 

94063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Len Handeland, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

leslie west, 

95482, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Alcala, 

90245, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Ladiana, 

93003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Condelli, 

93433, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Monica Floeck, 

94133, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rudy Ramp, 

95521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Irene Roos, 

92040, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eduardo Bonilla, 

91504, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Reis, 

95125, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rita Thio, 

91789, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Ticciati, 

94063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Myers, 

92264, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Baron, 

95437, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Speidel, 

91942, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Keith Gleason, 

94502, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Horner, 

93108, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gail McCleary, 

95519, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Cavagnaro, 

94550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Natalie Beebe, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Grant-Lee, 

92116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stacie Cox, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gene Parsons, 

95420, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Miriam Krugman, 

90803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Matson, 

90254, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Kaffer, 

91362, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marlene Lerner-Bigley, 

94553, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

joann lapolla, 

92122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Yvonne Eder, 

94551, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joshua Smith, 

92065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Ritchie, 

92007, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean O'Connor, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maura Metz, 

95617, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Leeds, 

94956, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Iris Edinger, 

91367, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gene Parsons, 

95460, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gida Naser, 

95687, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hillary Kantmann, 

94608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Ross, 

94158, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Meghann DiCiaccio, 

91042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Camille GIlbert, 

93101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Erfin Hartojo, 

91789, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Andersson, 

90290, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Ryan, 

94710, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilynn Russell, 

95407, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Casey Fisher, 

94605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean King, 

94550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn McMullen, 

94591, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jo Torina, 

91042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kaelan Shannon, 

92882, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

SETH NOVOGRODSKY, 

94530, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adele Sommers, 

95482, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Thall, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Nanna, 

95470, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dolores McCue, 

92037, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Searle, 

92867, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Angela Tran, 

92679, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

marie vogel, 

91106, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jerry Caldwell, 

94124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Arthur Chan, 

94518, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carlos Arnold, 

93455, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

joy takemoto, 

94521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Antonia Raikes, 

90094, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael and Jeanine Clarke, 

95368, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JEANNE GUASPARI, 

94597, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gina Dowden, 

92078, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Dugaw, 

92627, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Garfinkle, 

91356, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan DerenPandolfi, 

95076, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roberta Weissglass, 

93160, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ronit Corry, 

93101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila PeÃ±a, 

95050, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pollyana Harmon, 

92804, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jordan Friedrichs, 

92870, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eva Thomas, 

94062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alexandra Grossi, 

90041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chanda Unmack, 

95050, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Wallace, 

95076, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Gregory, 

95204, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Hays, 

94591, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chuck Bailey, 

94015, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Megs Wright, 

92672, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Heather Wilber, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eileen Langan, 

95603, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Winston, 

90278, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Felena Puentes, 

93312, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

clare kennedy, 

93465, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Thais Wagner, 

91709, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Bryne, 

93001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

e P, 

95481, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

jeanne sumner, 

95454, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sybil Marcus, 

94705, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvia Cardella, 

95547, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tracey Arnold, 

91302, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JUDY Madigan, 

96118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Chavez, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sonya Hanlon, 

90230, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Schneider, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Tardiff, 

91739, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marie Anthony, 

94303, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvia Selverston, 

92111, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Brown, 

92027, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Blick, 

92014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Rickard, 

93704, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dave Hermeyer, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Reback, 

90039, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deni Leonard, 

94121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Patton, 

94024, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Zamagni, 

95252, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Fortin, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Palladine, 

92262, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lorena Perez, 

94568, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Heather Vollstedt, 

95608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karin Hansen, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Kahn, 

92677, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Imogene Ayres, 

94803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Hernandez, 

95482, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karlyn Ward, 

94942, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephany Gooch, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Florence Silversetin, 

91607, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Adler, 

95337, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Byron Fogel, 

91402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janice Arteche, 

92346, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elysa Dennett, 

95451, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nadine Larsen, 

92629, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Warren, 

94089, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen Griffin, 

94022, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Jeffery, 

92536, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joanna Dewey, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Christen, 

94303, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cassia Brill, 

94132, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marcia Turney, 

93265, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Colleen Carter, 

91387, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Caroline Magruder-Raybin, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

rex Payne, 

93728, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Daniels, 

91977, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Danita D. Sorenson, 

95959, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

KURT CRUGER, 

90804, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Lee, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce McLean, 

95927, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karin Peck, 

95608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Gilbert, 

92808, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Wright, 

94806, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Shaw, 

92618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marion Vittitow, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Usher, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chuck Rocco, 

93065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynda Marin, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

A.L. Hern, 

90049, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

M Kozumplik, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marlene DeNardo, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Jill Seibel, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Antoinette Nemia, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alberto Acosta, 

91505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Ramirez, 

91910, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ashley Tupper, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Lande, 

90036, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheldon Dorph, 

94920, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Nichandros, 

94552, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rafael Canton, 

93003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Fullmer, 

92831, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

james selvi, 

94612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charlene Miyashita, 

94041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Mcneal, 

94061, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Gorman, 

93277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Arlette Towner, 

91214, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Shuman, 

94127, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Skuster, 

92128, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rina Margolin, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Don Deck, 

93546, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tulsi Milliken, 

92028, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chloe Martin, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Tosh, 

93955, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Fluor, 

92625, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Price, 

91364, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Hirth, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Johnson, 

95125, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stacy Guillen, 

92056, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Abler, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vanessa Quintero, 

94572, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JoAnn Cortina, 

95482, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Blackburn, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Narendra Patni, 

94306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol H Cooke, 

95831, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Saran K., 

90035, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Malo, 

94939, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Maletsky, 

95370, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Allison Benoit, 

93926, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ann Seltzer, 

92078, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Schell Ryan, 

91362, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Conti, 

95819, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Graeme Magruder, 

91325, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

R. Felice, 

92106, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nicholas Bogle, 

94924, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stoney Hooker, 

92121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Farion Pearce, 

93001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janice Brown, 

92122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

todd tamone, 

95006, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

paul smouse, 

90815, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shea New, 

92260, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Kennedy, 

90291, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

mecky myers, 

90277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Stone, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Schlafman, 

92122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dale Sedenquist, 

92107, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marni Welch, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alicia Amador, 

91910, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

nita Posey, 

92263, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Kearns, 

95521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Stine, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Co, 

93102, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Wentz, 

95052, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Robinson, 

95338, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Olivia Austen, 

94063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Burlison, 

96080, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maureen Callahan, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tracey Quinn, 

95006, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margo DeVany-Dale, 

91744, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nickolaos Mastrodemos, 

91011, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Thompson, 

95531, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Ehrhardt, 

93953, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eva Scherb, 

90039, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Saundra Johnson, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charlene Zanella, 

95470, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ruben Tamamian, 

93651, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roberta Johnson, 

91790, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Bravo, 

93445, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Ericson, 

90272, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

C Parker, 

96145, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Keoki Burbank, 

95519, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Strauss, 

92103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheri Rollison, 

94945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

shannon mondor, 

95519, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

maya moiseyev, 

94306, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kare m, 

90212, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

PAUL WHITSON, 

93933, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

christa marshall, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

randall parada, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Setsuko Furuike, 

93067, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Bennett, 

92123, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Shirley, 

91001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Shubb, 

93063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Hague, 

95993, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

sandra dinubilo, 

94062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Walker, 

95519, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn Garland, 

91403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Bilicke, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donya Fahmy, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nina Berry, 

91405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rose Gavin, 

94903, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Milton, 

95616, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jon Senour, 

92109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Costa, 

90068, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Mann, 

95677, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Williams, 

94937, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Madia, 

95407, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lorrie Gafford, 

94066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joel Isaacs, 

90291, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kuniko Vroman, 

90041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Lewis, 

93401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Maxson, 

94043, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

frank vargas, 

95640, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Harriet Natsuyama, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela LaRue, 

90808, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Lackey, 

92009, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Philpot, 

92648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

franco mercado, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brianna Harrington, 

94559, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Ware, 

94539, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michal Mitchell, 

93023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Hammermeister, 

91344, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Abdon, 

91602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

LeRoy Lafferty, 

92115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Danny Castori, 

94517, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Diaz, 

92126, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

V. Truong, 

93643, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Evette Andersen, 

95945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothy Heller, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela McBride, 

90290, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rita Williams, 

95008, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Reinhart, 

92104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Bradford, 

90275, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Pedersen, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Malish, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne Weiske, 

90048, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynette Coffey, 

96019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

paul bernstein, 

94556, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melody Hamilton, 

95570, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michealle King, 

95814, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Harris, 

93003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Julene Freitas, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Pielenz, 

94019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stevie Sugarman, 

90265, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rosalie Ruggiero, 

94558, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Henry Goff, 

92113, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Sotto, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charlotte Hennessy, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margery Berkson, 

94123, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Siegel, 

92027, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Irene Snavely, 

91724, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Trudy Blume, 

95928, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Calvin wilvert, 

93405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

C P, 

96148, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Liliana Diaz, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence Jimenez, 

90068, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Arcure, 

93722, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Klotz, 

90272, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandy Parbury, 

94518, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Kearney, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Silk, 

91352, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Dias, 

95008, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Parmeter, 

90805, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Wade, 

93933, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne McKinnon, 

91739, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ann Huckabay, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marie Burkart, 

94544, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mario E Martinez, 

90504, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Erika Burkhalter, 

92705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

MaryJo Cass, 

94549, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marjorie Bair, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joel Carico, 

94521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Mayosky, 

95035, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

laura walker, 

94112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Hill, 

95444, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edda Spielmann, 

90405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Fran Haeberle, 

95966, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

susan goran, 

91356, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Coston, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Theresa Kellgreen, 

95005, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Salazar, 

96089, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Debra MacQueen, 

95549, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Lawrence, 

95519, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Patterson, 

95482, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

rosa isela lopez, 

95344, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kay L., 

94577, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

carolyn jenkins, 

95823, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Wilson, 

95667, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Holden, 

95865, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eliot Tigerlily, 

95542, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jon Povill, 

90290, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Sain, 

92071, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ted Fishman, 

95123, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Boucher, 

91342, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Zelman, 

91367, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Candace Rocha, 

90032, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lu Carpenter, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bethany Sanders, 

92056, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ron Riskin, 

93103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Sena, 

94025, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Robinson, 

94566, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lance Okawa, 

91790, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Owczarz, 

94605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Heidi Fielding, 

91606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Sierra, 

92011, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ryan W., 

91786, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Luery, 

95864, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

M. Virginia Leslie, 

95035, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sujata King, 

91601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anjelina Galbadores, 

93726, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

frances vanloan, 

94949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Wick, 

94965, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gina Carollo, 

92103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gilbert Campos, 

91767, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jon Schafer, 

90260, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Demmon, 

94591, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Merilie Robertson, 

91107, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cassandra Collins, 

92116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Doris Voice, 

94402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

lisa steele, 

95661, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Fenton, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce England, 

94043, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kay Hayward, 

95460, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Weirich, 

92618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Noah Youngelson, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel McKeighen, 

95765, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carole Forest, 

95835, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brett Holland, 

90026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Stanistreet, 

93003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

marcia sewelson, 

91604, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ketsa Osborne, 

95818, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Botzler, 

95519, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Prandi, 

95834, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jody Loeffler, 

94703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Little, 

95503, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edwina White, 

95811, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Jones, 

94709, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vivian Yost, 

95624, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Goulden, 

90005, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila Abregov, 

92692, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gayle Foster, 

92408, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvia Boris, 

90230, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amir Siassi, 

90049, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lora Pierce, 

95835, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Hellmuth, 

94510, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Hilton, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frederick Yucht, 

95207, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Yaussy, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Horton, 

92705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Smithfield, 

94930, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sherry Coll, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Riggs, 

93561, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tara Owens, 

93111, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

agnew wilson, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Sam, 

92802, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence Lancaster, 

94577, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

sheeva lapeyre, 

90291, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Cool, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Jones, 

91423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Ashley, 

90404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Camp, 

91501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shauna Haugen, 

90007, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lee Wasserwald, 

90401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvia Chi, 

94608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gemma Quick, 

90012, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Howard H. Holmes, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lois Feuer, 

90266, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Croner, 

95497, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marsha Lyon, 

92116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Giordani, 

91303, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maggie Hughes, 

94704, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jane Forbes, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Connie Day, 

95835, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Higgins, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tina Ann, 

94924, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

karen preuss, 

94931, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Crystal Mitchell, 

92057, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christina Wilson, 

90210, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Keller, 

90808, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Malcarne, 

92109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Agi Buck, 

95124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Deutsch, 

94502, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Woods, 

91606, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Doris Day, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Abate, 

90027, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Hill, 

94121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marianne Brems, 

94028, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melinda Cisneros, 

90805, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Blinstrub, 

95006, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peggy Elwood, 

96001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Epling, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wendy Williams, 

95610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Knight, 

93505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anita T, 

91505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

phoebe sorgen, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patty Sheehan, 

92056, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Zachary, 

91214, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anje' Waters, 

95945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Miriam Cantor, 

90019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Krell-Bates, 

92122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Messmer, 

95051, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nico Rickles, 

94948, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Willis, 

92028, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Charlotte Prozan, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Profant, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Rosenblum, 

94301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Winton, 

92557, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Welsh, 

90301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Riegelhuth, 

94598, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Elliott, 

94957, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn and Alexandra Garrison, 

90403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janis Dairiki, 

94707, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Claire Joaquin, 

95726, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Erin Rowe, 

95521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

tim B, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Monaghan, 

95421, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

M Meleon, 

92382, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Hunter, 

94024, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Lack, 

93906, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Lee, 

93637, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila Keith, 

93923, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Kevech, 

94002, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

CT Bross, 

94597, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dexter Quiggle, 

95695, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Robertson, 

90402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Therese Ryan, 

93550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Monica Stigliano-Stormo, 

93545, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Licia P, 

90027, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Carr, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Acosta, 

92504, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Toni Watson, 

91977, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marion Gerlind, 

94603, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Zachary Todd, 

90808, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chetana Knight, 

94306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Galloway, 

92688, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lala Stanley, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Guthmann, 

94618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

April Gustafsen, 

91202, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eva Cisneros, 

90026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Arturo Beyeler, 

96150, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jude Clark Warnisher, 

93402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Kavanaugh, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Parker, 

93405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Stewart, 

91001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ammandra Rowell, 

91977, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

LindaL Crain, 

90755, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Madeleine H. Peterson, 

93454, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

mynka draper, 

90042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Betty Kissilove, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shari Horne, 

92637, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Tupasi, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Grampp, 

92831, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Kar, 

95127, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Benjamin, 

91901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Blaise Gauba, 

90504, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

T. Acuna, 

90230, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Gross, 

92049, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Vogelsang, 

91601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

robert raskin, 

92211, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Fistanic, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

MARGIE WILLIS, 

92651, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Steinitz, 

91906, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Atlas, 

91320, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Therese Ryan, 

93550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leonard Pronko, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lorie Huckaba, 

95678, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Bertaina, 

95139, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Vaughn, 

93116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sudha Jamthe, 

95129, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Brown, 

94112, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Nowicki, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

diane olson, 

90403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Will H, 

95661, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Annette Wilson, 

95448, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Huber, 

95032, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cody Walters, 

93312, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Ellen Sperling, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Gilsing, 

94023, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kat Stranger, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Ann Kelly & Family, 

93101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Wiggins, 

93110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marla Crites, 

95928, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Carroll, 

95624, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

victoria Jacobs, 

90042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Golembiewski, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Townsend, 

95050, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andi Brittan, 

90019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barby Ulmer, 

95070, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

meredith asher, 

94578, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

maryfrances careccia, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

JAMES LINDGREN, 

90703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Bainter, 

91935, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mara Weiner, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

michele simonsen, 

93401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gloria Towers, 

92009, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michele de la Rosa, 

94928, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

hannah caisse, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Debbie Williamson, 

95901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Kenney, 

94530, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Aker, 

91042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Davis, 

95688, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joan Sitnick, 

91436, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Hess, 

92603, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald Lassoff, 

92545, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sallie Robbins-Druian, 

92264, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Britton, 

94550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Feldman, 

95401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gia Granucci, 

95448, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susi HIggins, 

91203, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Salvador Mendoza, 

95322, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Becci Greene, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Grossman, 

93063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Rush, 

94928, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Peterson Peterson, 

92592, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elisabeth Schoepflin, 

92037, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Kelly, 

92648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Genevieve Yuen, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Florenzen, 

95448, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Francie Curtiss, 

94022, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Busick, 

92691, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kyle Ruggieri, 

93953, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kristi Lauchstedt, 

94546, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lois Shubert, 

93010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kaiya Shepard, 

94607, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Netti, 

91910, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jamie Johnson, 

93728, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Samuel Case, 

94930, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cornelius Harris, 

95820, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lois Pryor, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Kraus, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Hill, 

94564, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Allie palmer, 

92672, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Noah Haydon, 

94015, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Max Brown, 

92264, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Cain, 

94306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jann McGuire, 

93247, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Daryl Klein, 

92673, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jesse Calderon, 

91706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen McCaw, 

90043, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christina Nillo, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

ROBERT TOMLINSON, 

90254, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alison Shovlain, 

92116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Yana S, 

90034, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Goes, 

95322, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Goldman, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Pellizzeri, 

92083, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Fleming, 

91405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Wood, 

92154, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Megumi Kusama, 

94546, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Peck, 

95076, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Perla, 

92335, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanne Davenport, 

90808, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Pettis, 

91350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Bills, 

91406, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Annette Raible, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rosa Lopez, 

91402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jude Lotz, 

91505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

SALLY KARSTE, 

94960, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Carroll, 

94131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Peri, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Embree-Smith, 

96130, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Hutchinson, 

96022, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Romanek, 

90404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vicki Butler, 

91740, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Greenlee, 

95819, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rhianna Miller, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jimmie Yonemoto, 

95126, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mitch Dalition, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Georgia Bence, 

93940, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Heck, 

93454, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Fehr, 

96001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne Preston, 

94110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Zermeno, 

94062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffery Dorer, 

90057, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Ward, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vincent Messineo, 

95833, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce Lane, 

92115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Harband, 

94903, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

T J Politzer, 

95008, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce Pewthers, 

92870, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jill Slocum, 

94044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elfi Gilford, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Applebaum, 

95135, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ethan Wilde, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donald Taylor, 

95670, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William & Patricia Chavez, 

95842, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Annie Phillips, 

92101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bekka Prewitt, 

91602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deanna Knickerbocker, 

95050, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susie Duff, 

90264, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Markel, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Bowen, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynne Holt, 

92630, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gina Ness, 

95409, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Parkins, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Tucker, 

90039, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

J Christine Schneider, 

94946, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Keisha Evans, 

94303, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Sherman, 

94965, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roger and Ann Seapy, 

90720, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

ZekeAA@Lycos.Com ZekeAA@Lycos.Com, 

92057, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

v m, 

94605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Henzel, 

95127, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Astorga, 

49224, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Rogers, 

92404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brandon Wheelock, 

92081, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

pete Chiapella, 

93460, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Haydee Felsovanyi, 

94060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana McBride, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Arthur Fink, 

91942, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Wayne, 

92354, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Greta Meyerhof, 

92672, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kristi Somers-Kawas, 

91326, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Heitkemper, 

91311, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Garmus, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Candace Lamoree, 

92545, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila Silan, 

95684, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Christopher, 

91505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Claudia Freeman, 

90720, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Jackson, 

95811, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Laxier, 

93940, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Kully, 

94705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Westfall, 

93446, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Liliane Farb, 

91301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Andreozzi, 

92270, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Hobbs, 

94070, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Pesqueira, 

92116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Masha Brown, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Maloney, 

90250, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Jenkins, 

91765, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Yvonne Smith, 

91784, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Shannon Matheson, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Steiger, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Louise Savage, 

94965, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Schulz, 

94949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie MacRaith, 

95521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Beth Brown, 

94141, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Pope, 

90048, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynda Daniels, 

92010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

michael sullivan, 

94523, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pat Turney, 

94542, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jose Martinez, 

92806, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Claudia Stone, 

95603, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol W, 

93035, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sally Madigan, 

95722, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Ricci, 

95468, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Salassi, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Schneider, 

92234, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

shohreh Forouzan, 

90024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Aurora Greene, 

90041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kellie Miller, 

92704, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

bettina staib, 

90019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Aaron Sheiman, 

95864, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Yang, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Denton, 

94578, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Wolfe, 

95405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sonja Healey, 

92691, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carolina Bagnarol, 

94064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Segelstad, 

94062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Faith Archuleta, 

95832, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Konish-Dunn, 

95695, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Coakley, 

95670, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Larson, 

90290, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane and Tom Mader, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Fred Granlund, 

91601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mariela T Huerta, 

90026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

richard grosvenor, 

93401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Harvey, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan Newton, 

92234, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Claudia Monahan, 

92253, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Penniman, 

96161, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maria L. Cabrera, 

95618, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Tupper, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Weegie Mcadams, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susanne Menke, 

91307, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Erica Dahl, 

93560, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

LINDA BRESNAN, 

94028, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jay-R Hipol, 

95127, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Clinton Burdette, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Barlow, 

94705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brenda Haig, 

90803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Myers, 

90403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Molly Engellenner, 

95703, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Dunn, 

94599, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Sargent, 

92128, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Wrona, 

94904, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gloria Albert, 

90403, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Brown, 

90065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Gold, 

94930, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kristine Woods, 

90717, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

STEPHANIE TADDEO, 

94526, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Miyuki Powell, 

92655, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

S Wheeler, 

94123, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Hoffman, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steviann Yanowitz, 

91406, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Wood, 

95482, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald Paone, 

91311, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barry Weinzveg, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Lee Chill, 

92399, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gaye Taubensee, 

91950, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Keleher, 

95536, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

song kowbell, 

95946, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Materi, 

94945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

marian Cruz, 

95348, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

KAREN WEHRMAN, 

94546, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donna-Lee Phillips, 

95501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

J. T. Lecky, 

92647, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Audrey Chun, 

94014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sherri McDannold, 

94964, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Habegger, 

95949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila Malone, 

92399, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Galbraith, 

92024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adele Kapp, 

92037, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Gaborko, 

92563, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Webb, 

92024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeremy Lyons, 

90046, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Haggard, 

92105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

B. Rodriguez, 

94547, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Glaston, 

92240, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Grace Huang, 

92620, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Glen Taysom, 

95747, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mickey M, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Martin Bloom, 

94132, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dorri Raskin, 

91326, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Luna-Repose, 

94549, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Hodges, 

95670, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kristin Young, 

90620, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melanie Kasek, 

95551, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

SIDNEY WINSTON, 

90801, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gianna Abondolo, 

94804, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marybeth Arago, 

95437, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nicholas Pagliaro, 

92264, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sam Fargnoli, 

90064, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Helen Pitton, 

93428, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Berge, 

95843, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Broadstock, 

95301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Alford, 

91604, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rudy Zeller, 

94510, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ren Vokes, 

0, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Allen Carter, 

94609, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jana Birch, 

92007, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Savil, 

92782, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Yvonne Quilenderino, 

93955, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cherie Page, 

94538, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alfred Pomerleau, 

93117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Luther Asbury, 

93015, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edmund Wright, 

95519, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark A Vieira, 

90057, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

vance arquilla, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Zach Rasmussen, 

91345, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tara Strand, 

91601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maggie Caffery, 

95402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanne Schuster, 

91791, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jared Laiti, 

95811, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Grace, 

90027, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara King, 

90029, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lee Backus, 

93063, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

r taylor, 

90049, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

carole johnson, 

92307, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Armando A. Garcia, 

92571, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Valdez, 

91767, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Hale, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anna Schofield, 

90024, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis and Andrea Hopkins, 

91016, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Doreen Domb, 

95945, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Coral Moon, 

92201, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Arthur Krakowsky, 

94550, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adrianne Davis, 

93103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

William Hunter, 

91104, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Ahuna, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peggy Mocine, 

94801, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Feliz Samson, 

91342, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alexander Vollmer, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nathan Carl, 

93277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Schultz, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hugo Kobayashi, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carina Chadwick, 

90019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

carole brown, 

92262, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Lutza, 

91354, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Morning Star, 

90813, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Isenman, 

93314, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Val Sanfilippo, 

92111, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Estelle Voelker, 

91942, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Bebelaar, 

94705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Borelli, 

93012, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Munoz-Cowan, 

95023, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Theodore Snyder, 

91344, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Soltero, 

91423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marsha Waterbury, 

90068, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Theresa Beldon, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Rubel, 

90031, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Riley, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Colet, 

91423, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lorraine Hall, 

95949, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mijanou Bauchau, 

91301, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Robinson, 

92117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Wilson Ross, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Overholtzer, 

92587, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

SUSAN STUCKY, 

94020, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Hendrix, 

95662, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rev. Allan B. Jones, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lesley Vennero, 

91350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ronald Domin, 

94147, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Montejo, 

91321, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kate Duffy, 

91506, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roberta Reed, 

92648, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald Rodgers, 

91607, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Burch, 

95422, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judy Collins, 

94402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

susan Perkins, 

94041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Livote, 

90621, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Peterson, 

91367, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marlene Maes Mills, 

93111, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Planas, 

91350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Newton, 

92234, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brett Walling, 

92832, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Nolan, 

95014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Constantine Bogios, 

94597, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Walker, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joy Humeny, 

94579, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Thompson, 

95831, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Lacayo, 

91306, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Gilgun, 

91911, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

karen koonan, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Betty Edwards, 

92037, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

chuck L., 

92806, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Arlene Baker, 

94704, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Terrie Barna, 

90049, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mara Johnson, 

91390, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joanna Miller, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Clementina Duron, 

94706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stefanie Landman, 

94539, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

elaine pavlich, 

92630, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Bakewell, 

95608, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Mesney, 

90066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Farrell, 

94109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dianne Morrison, 

94901, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Hollie, 

92637, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Andrews, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peggie Kirkpatrick, 

92886, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hank Schlinger, 

91201, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Golembiewski, 

94044, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rose Henderson, 

90044, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

darynne jessler, 

91607, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie McDowell, 

90035, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

tammy bullock, 

92021, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gerri Battistessa, 

94952, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

L D, 

94706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

WILLIAM O'HARE, 

94015, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Arthur Connor, 

92549, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cheryl Khalid, 

91343, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Hernandez, 

92881, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Clark, 

94523, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Francisco Lamarque, 

92346, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Aymara Arroyo, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Buck-Moyer, 

93422, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rosalind Lord, 

94122, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lindsay Mugglestone, 

94705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Houghtaling, 

91605, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ingeborg Mackay, 

94954, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

D. Beck, 

95693, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

kathleen van every, 

93422, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Louis Priven, 

90049, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brad Nelson, 

93035, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Connell, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

loretta long, 

94558, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Mardigian, 

94941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

barbara poland, 

91214, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Samantha BeuMaher, 

92040, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Smith, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

sharon kaplan, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

amy flores, 

90042, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Love, 

92372, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Scott, 

95965, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Flagg, 

95436, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Larson, 

95035, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ron Hansel, 

91790, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maria Cardenas, 

91702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Johnson, 

95033, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carlyn Hockman, 

94591, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Don Wheaton, 

94591, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Adriana Guastavino, 

95327, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Maya Lynch, 

94114, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Berger, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rodger Kroell, 

93001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Stovall, 

94590, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sylvia Ren, 

95472, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ricardo M+Savage, 

94589, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Claire Simonich, 

94019, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Winke Self, 

92037, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Harper, 

95012, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Dewey, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

NED LONG, 

93402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Don Meehan, 

95124, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

RYAN ACEBO, 

94602, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Salas, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Rufener, 

90503, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lois Harris, 

91711, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jon Porter, MD, 

92845, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elena Fowler, 

92260, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Waters, 

92677, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hollace Wood, 

91307, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Caroline Fromson, 

92821, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick McIntosh, 

92054, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Harlene goodrich, 

90740, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Mingear, 

92629, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Harris, 

92821, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Morarre, 

93065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

James Cirile, 

90043, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Aston, 

94118, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Audrey ValÃ¨s, 

92310, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Barnes, 

93401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Sketo, 

93312, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lyn Doster, 

91324, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynda Koolish, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Jeska, 

90740, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Shreve, 

95571, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

terance tashiro, 

90045, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Green, 

90212, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Sieck, 

94920, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stacey Malone, 

94706, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Herndon, 

91505, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Notary, 

95350, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Theresa Berkson, 

93277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Ackerman, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Forrest, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edith Bockian, 

92831, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Angel Orona, 

91803, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Louise Cowen, 

91401, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Emerson, 

92106, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Paul, 

92708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew Johnson, 

92801, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Doreen Vignassa, 

93001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Hiestand, 

95616, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Sirias, 

91801, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Greenwald, 

90404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Polesky, 

94107, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Blain, 

92592, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susanne Mambretti, 

92399, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dianne Sullivan, 

95355, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Gottejman, 

90720, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

jennifer weill, 

94806, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Hall, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Penelope Ward, 

90290, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Bungarz, 

94598, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dawn Dowdy, 

93277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ian Nelson, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Audrey Ng, 

94121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

George Munoz, 

95207, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Sheets, 

95338, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

anthony montapert, 

93455, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mignon Moskowitz, 

95409, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pauline Yoshida, 

94402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jesse Croxton, 

90291, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Boyack, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jack H, 

94591, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Kaufman, 

95446, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

B. Tepp, 

90211, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Steege, 

95959, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

harriet levenson, 

91356, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alison Schaeffer, 

92103, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

a. somerset lokken, 

94115, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laakea Laano, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Stacy Cornelius, 

92651, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce Johnson, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vic DeAngelo, 

94121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Doug Oostdyk, 

92264, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Bergtholdt, 

93277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

bruce stengl, 

95402, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

RICHARD REYNOLDS, 

90265, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne and Xavier Urrutia, 

94015, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Konrad, 

91790, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joelle Seymour, 

95425, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Nelson, 

95014, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick McIntosh, 

92054, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Phyllis Senter, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diana Wolf, 

93103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Terri Decker, 

96001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Loan Tran, 

95111, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dorothea King, 

95128, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

karen hellwig, 

90056, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Christine Pepin, 

94087, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Zachary walton, 

92371, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nikki Alexander, 

93003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Citizen Voter, 

95488, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mike L Evans, 

95456, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Wilson, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jon Goodman, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Harvey, 

92109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Burke, 

95567, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pegalee Benda, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Kamas, 

92683, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Vivian Ehresman, 

91311, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Mathieson, 

96125, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Ortiz, 

90022, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Santoro, 

95616, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Bergtholdt, 

93277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joy Zadaca, 

90807, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

F. Carlene Reuscher, 

92626, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

marie pappas, 

94705, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

maureen berndt, 

94610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Beatts, 

90069, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Gene Trapp, 

95616, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Regan, 

94116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Reynolds, 

95062, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Brady, 

95610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Mittelman, 

95065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Adams, 

95946, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Roger Vortman, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nathan Lang, 

94121, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ramona Evans, 

90806, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Oliver, 

95451, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Crissy Slaughter, 

93109, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dalyn Carrier, 

95928, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dana May, 

92840, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Budde, 

94521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janine Hurd-Glenn, 

91941, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

sandy paganucci, 

95404, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Twomey, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Peck, 

92692, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan McLaughlin, 

92610, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Phillips, 

95611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Mosley, 

91324, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Coulter, 

94709, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

suzanne bickley, 

92116, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Rockwell, 

94953, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dawson Pan, 

91800, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Caprio, 

92131, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elvia Hernandez, 

92371, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy Mendoza, 

94541, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Martin, 

92071, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynda Daniels, 

92010, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jamie Green, 

93004, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Martinez, 

90032, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sheila Suarez, 

91320, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Toby Gottfried, 

94563, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Garrett Alden, 

95926, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Su Chesterman, 

93907, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Parker, 

94708, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Keiko Barrett, 

91950, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Narcissa Enzmann, 

90601, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. William Graham, 

91502, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Rawlings, 

94501, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela Hazen, 

92007, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Alice Anne Martineau, 

94041, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

MAUREEN MCDONALD, 

92240, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lucy Larom, 

92102, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Todd Heiler, 

95521, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jeremy Alvarez, 

93536, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Rebecca McAlary, 

93612, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

joan macbeth, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chadidjah McFall, 

94702, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Ashley, 

94506, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Soto, 

91390, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Wheeler, 

94538, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Schoby, 

92860, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Adam, 

93405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

L. Adams, 

92026, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Saillard, 

94595, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janis Hug, 

95405, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Seth Picker, 

95619, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Livingston, 

96001, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joanne Paine, 

95204, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Oâ€™Rourke, 

91304, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Valerie Wiliams, 

95126, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Victoria Reinsel, 

96130, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Luis Rios, 

92782, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Tandy, 

94611, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lyn Younger, 

95111, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Erica Munn, 

90028, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Brent Lund, 

91101, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Maher, 

95035, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Mitchell, 

93555, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Aileen Boyce, 

93105, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Little, 

92103, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Lynda Beigel, 

94117, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

erich rex, 

94066, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

heide hennen, 

94402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Koko Kittell, 

94560, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Cox, 

95110, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marina Martinez, 

95620, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Liebman, 

94010, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Ruth Felix, 

94597, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laura Montaney, 

92108, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Janelle McCarthy, 

94560, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Werkstell, 

92651, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sandra Liles, 

93277, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

David Boyer, 

94304, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Coston, 

94087, 



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Marc Milton, 

94022, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

A.R. Puccio, 

94596, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Rodrigues, 

94539, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Pulliam, 

95987, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Whitted, 

95003, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

D Lensky, 

94546, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Laurie Fraker, 

92243, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

angelina saucedo, 

90640, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Catherine Glahn, 

94402, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqualine Cortes, 

93065, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

John Alexander, 

92057, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy Carr, 

95476, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Cooper, 

95060, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Colton, 

92260, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Schneider, 

91030, CA



Protect our air: Say NO to tropical forest offsets 

To the Air Resources Board: 

As a California resident, I am writing to urge you to not endorse the California Tropical Forest Standard, 
and to ensure that these tropical forest offsets never are accepted into California’s carbon trading 
system, or adopted by out-of-state entities like the International Commercial Aviation Organization 
(ICAO). 

Carbon offsets allow big emitters in California to keep polluting, instead of reducing their carbon 
footprint. They perpetuate pollution hotspots and prevent California from taking real action on climate 
change. If the ICAO were to adopt tropical forest offsets, it would allow airline emissions to continue 
growing while putting tropical forests into the market over the protests of local communities. Its totally 
unacceptable. 

Tropical forest carbon offsets lack integrity, pose unacceptably high risks of violating indigenous and 
human rights, and are impossible to police across national borders. California should not be encouraging 
them through the endorsement of the TFS. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Dymally, 

90247, CA

 


